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                                 ABSTRACT
        It was verified by rneasuring the loss in a slightly ionized gas (op :SO.2) that the

    absorption curve at electron cyclotron resonance for the hybrid wave (ko..LB) is well

    represented by the expression which was previeusly derived, It was shown that the
    eleÅëtron density and the collision frequency are determined from the resonance position
    and the ha!f-width of one measured absorption curve. The collision probabilities in
    neon, argon and helium plasmas were determined from the pressure dependence of the
    collisien frequency which was somewhat larger than those reported by other authors.

I. Introduction

    In the second part of this paperew`, an expression representing the cyclotron

resonance absorption of electrons in a slightly ionized gas was derived for the

hybrid wave (koÅ}B). And it was shown that the resonance occurs at
to,==vitu2-tulaa-yg and tke absorption curve is not Lorentzian and the half-width

depends on the collis!on frequency and the electron density.

    In this part, it has been verified from the experimental studie$ that the

absorption curve for the hybrid wave in dilute plasmas (rpSO.2) is given by (6)

of II. Accordingly, the electron density and the collision frequency are deter-

mined from the resonance position and the half-width of one measured absorption

curvenca'"}:. In addition, collision probabilities in neon, argon and helium plasmas

were determined from the pressure dependence of the collision frequency.

    For the purely transversal wave (ke//B), the theoretical and the experimental

studies on the absorption at the electron cyclotron resonance were reported by

Brown et al. (2, 3) and Goldstein et al. (4). For the hybrid wave (koÅ}B),
how.ever, there have been very few reports on the resonance absorption. Schneider

  * Reported in Japanese in "Kakuyugo Kenkytt (Nuclear Fusion Research) " 5 (Sept. 1960), 283.
 ** The preceding paper (Part II), referred to as II.
*** This procedure is very similar to the effective mass and the collision ftequency being de-

    termined from the resonance position and the half-width of the cyclotron resonance of electron

    and hole in semiconducter (1). It is to be noted, however, that the similarity is superficial

    and the effective mass is not considered in the gaseous plasma.
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et aL (5) carried out such experiments on the acetylene flame plasma, but they

gave no comment on the shift of the resonance position. Recently, Mitani et al.

(6), Dodo (7) and Yaburnoto (8) have respectively found that the resonance

position shifts with increasing electron density.

2. Experimental apparatus

   The microwave power absorbed by a slightly ionized gas in a static magnetic

field was measured with the apparatus Shown in Fig. 1 The gaseous discharge

plasma is maintained by D. C. power supply. The micowave (frequency f.:um9,820

mc/s) modulated by 51ec/s square wave, after passing through the plasrna-fi11ed

guide and a calibrated atrenuator, is detected by a crystal detector. The detected

signal is amplified by a selective amplifier and then displayed on an oscillograph.

The insertion loss of the piasma is substituted by the calibrated attenuator being

adjusted. At the fixed signal frequency, the attenuation factor a'D at arbitrary

tube current and magnetic field is measured, where ev !s the attenuation constant

and D the effective path length of plasrna for the rnicrowave. In order to exclude
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3. Experimenta} results

    Experiments were made on the cyclotron yesonance in gaseous discharge
plasmas of neon, argon and heliurn. The neon plasma exhibited a sharp and
typical resonance absorption ln comparison with other plasmas. Therefore the

experiments were performed mainly on the neon piasmas.
   In Fig. 4 are shown the absorption (ev) curves for the various discharge cur-

rents at constant pressure, plotted against magnetic field intensity B and r=:toc/tu,

assurnlng the effective plasma Iength to be constant and the loss zero at far off-

resonance positions, since it ls negligibly small there. The values of 'o--(top/to)2

and B==y./tu calculated from the absorption curves are given (see bg4). Since P,

hence v. is kept constant (assuming that collisions between electrons and neutral

particles are dominant), these curves show how the resonance absorption varies
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with increasing 'o and B==const.. Accordingly, these experimental curves directly

correspond to the theoretical curves given in Fig. 4 of II. In contrast to the

                                                      .previous curves, the abseption curves are shown in Fig. 5 for various values of

P or B and Id== const.. These curves show how the resonance absorption varies

with increasing B and rp==-const.. Therefore, these experimental curves correspond

to the theoretical ones given in Fig. 5 of H.

   Before discttssing the resuits in detail, we shall consider the problems accom-

panying the experiment.
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(1) Leaha.ae of microwave Power
   If there is leakage of microwave power from two holes on g"ide walls, in
which the discharge tube is set, the leaking wave will propagate in Hii mode
through the hoies in poles of magnet, as circular waveguides. On the other hand,
the cutoff wavelength 7Lc for such wave ' is given in the form (9) :

                    7Lc == 2rrai/k3/ptii == 2.9i/I77IC, (cm) ,

fer the present case. Thus the signal wave (l=:3.05cm) is beyond the cutoff
even if K. is unity (K.<1 in a plasma), no leakage resulting.

(2) Reflection of microwave from Plasma
   Since the microwave power is measured after passing through the plasma, if

1
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  a Iarge variation in refiection power from the plasma occurs in the vicinity of

  resonance, we shall observe an incorrect large absorption. Actually, the apparent

  absorption due to reflection at the resonance amounted to about 1db, when the

  peak absorption due to plasma was 7.5db. In order to avoid such errors, it is

  better that the matching to the plasma column is a little off, because a constant

  small reflection rather does not lead to error in our experiments.

  (3) Deformation of Plasma colatmn by magnetic field

      Setting discharge current parallel to magnetic field, we can exclude the dis-

  turbance due to llall effect. However, the plasma is concentrated about the axis

  of the tube with magnetic field intensity being increased, due to the decrease in

  diffusion loss of electrons to the wall. In our experiments, the diameter of the

  intensely bright part became about one third of the inner diameter of the tube

  ln Åíhe vicinky of resonance (B'-w3.5KG). Although the effective path length of

  plasma for microwave varies by the deÅíormation of plasma column, the experi-

  mental data cannot make correction for deformation.

  (4) Uniformity of magnetic foeld

      The magnetic field between the tapered pole pieces shown in Fig. 2 is not

  uniform, but the spatial variation of B within the plasma region is below about

  3 percent, which may be negligible in our experiments.

  (5) Settin.cr of gero-level of absorPtion ct{rve

      We took the absorption to be zero at far off-resonance positions. Therefore,

  strictly the correct zero-level must be somewhat above those shown in Figs. 4 and

  5. Moreover, the zelo-Ievel at far off-resonance where r<<re does not correctly

  coincide with that where r>>re. For convenience' sake, we took ev to be zero at

  7' <<7'o •

  (6) fmpurity gases

      In our experiments, impurity gases such as C02, CO, H20 and N2 which are

  emitted from oxide cathode, anode and tube wall at heating will broaden the

' absorptioR curve, since their coliision probabilities are very large in comparison

  with sample gases'i`. So, they present a most troublesome problern.

            t tt t....        ttt
   * Under our experimental conditions in which the electron temperature is estimated to be
     2--4Å~10` (OK), the col}ision probabilities of these gases are such as follows (10) :

        Ne: 7•-v8 (cm-mmHg)-i, Ar:10N30, He:20, COz: 20-"50, CO: 50-J220, H20:60N90,
        N.: 40-"90.
         -
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4. Discussien on experimental results

    It was shown ln Il that for 'o<<1 the absorption curve can be approximated

by:
                       a"- ==: cr Ln; (-);g:- 7E,,ig22illti02)(-S-i:-:-v,)2, ( i )

with aJ-m==!ibep-tt="S'

(1) Shift of resonance position and calculation of electron densily

   The resonance takes place at r==ro, where

                           '                              rg -1-o7-B2. (2)
In our experiments, B is O.2 aS most, so B2 in (2) can be neglected agaiBst "o• 7o

is determined directly frorn the absorption curve and op by double probe respec-

tively for various values of discharge current ld. The experimental results

together with the calculated values from (2) are shown in Fig. 6, where the
experimental points are contained in respective. blocks corresponding to different
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      of fd. It seems to come from the circumstance that the e}ectron density op

    mcrease with increasing pressure as shown in Fig. 8, owing to the decrease

  electron mobility. Obviously in Fig. 6, the expei'imental results agree with the

theoretical ones in the domain 'e <.v O.2 and Id fS 30 rr}A. A discrepancy occurs for
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we can easily calculate rp, hence the electron density. In Fig. 7 are skown the

electron densities (IV.) measured from resonance position and by double probe

versus tube curyent. It is noted here that the electron density measured by

probe is that in the case of no magnetic field.

   In Fig. 8 are shown the electron density and the temperature (T.) verszes

pressure which are calculated from double probe measurement according to

Johnson-Malter (11) assuming Ti--4000K.

(2) Asymmetry of absorption curves

   The absorption curve p!otted against r is not symmetrica} and a measure of

asymmetry is given by :

                          d5,-- dS-- =: B2(1 -i- -2op-), ' (3)

as shown in II. Therefore, the absorption curve becomes more asymmetrical with

increasing B than with increasing rp, as it can in fact be seen frorn the experi-

mental curves in Figs. 4 and 5.

   According to (1), however, the absorption curves versecs r2 is sysnmetrical•

In Fig. 9 are plotted the experimentai points together with the theoretical curves•

Both agree well within the half-width but does not outside and this may be due

to the way of setting the zero-level of absorption curve as stated in bg3 (5)•
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(3) Maximecm absorPtion

    (a) Since ev]-.=- {(1-rp)/(2-rp)}rrrp/B, we have

                       cui.tl? =nrp(1-T)/(2-ty) == const., (4)

if op==const.. Therefore, crj.. is inversely proportional to B. Thus, as the pres-

sure is increased with Id = const., the absorption peaks are lowered. From the

experimental data at Id:==50mA given in Fig. 5, a'th,.B are obtained as:

                           O.37, O.27, O.37, O.42, O.36.

    (b) IfB==const.,then

                           thirp-m-2r-ww-Z-g==const., (s)

which implies that crm. is very proportional to op. From the experimental data

at P==1.5mm Hg given in Fig. 4, the values given on the left-hand side of (5) are

53, 53, 55, 50.

(4) Half-width and collision Probability

    The relation between the.half-width and B is :

                       dr =f- (2-y-T4-2)3 or B=-- S-psrpop liBB,, (6)

as shown in II. In Fig. 10 are shown the experimental data on B and vc versz{s

p, which are obtained from the half-width.
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     On the other hand, yc is given by (12):

                                 vc =:PoPc V, (7)
 where P. is the collision probability, p,=:273p/Tg the reduced pressure in mm Hg

 and V the average velocky of electron.

    For neon, Rarnsauer effect is very small and actually P. can be taken as con-

 stant under our experimental conditions, in which the electron temperature varies

 from 4Å~10` to 2.3Å~104 OK, according to the pressure increase from O.4 to 3mm Hg

 as shown in Fig. 8. V varies by the factor i/4/2.3=uz1.32 in the above pressure

 range. If this variation of V can be neglected, y. depends on}y on P. From the

experimental data in Fig. 10, this relation can be expressed approximately as :

                        v, =: 1,9Å~le9P{-2.0Å~109 (c/s). (8)

The constant term independenÅí of p in (8) is veyy dithcult Åío be interpreted.

 However, in this case, the electron collisions with tube wall have been neglected

in comparison with those with neutral particles, since the gyration radius of

electron is about 2Å~10-2mm even at B==3000 gauss. The impurity gases emitted
from electrode and wall, which are independent of P, may be responsible for this

term. Such a constant term is seen in Whitmer's report (13), in which he has

studied the electron loss process in hydrogen gas discharge with the microwave

techniques.
                        '
    From the pressure dependent term in (8), Pe is calculated as:
                  '
                           Pc == 25 cm2/cm3 mm Hg ,

where Tg=:350 OK and T. ==3Å~10` OK have been taken. This value of Pe is about

three times larger than that reported (10). One of the reasons why such a large P,

is obtained is that the cyclotron resonance occurs at rg==1-rp, hence the spatial

distribution of electron density of our experimental plasma causes naturally the

absorption cgrves to be broadened. Also impurity gases may be responsible for

such a large Pc.

5. Experirnental results for argen

    The experirnental results of agron plasmas are sirnilar to those of neon

plasmas, except that the collision frequency is somewhat larger and the absorption

curves broader. In Fig. 11 are plotted the experirnental data on B and yc against

p. Ramsauer effect of argon gas is very large and the collision probability varies

from 12 to 5cm2/cm3mmHg (10) as the electron temperature decreases from
2Å~10` OK to 1.25Å~10`OK, while the increase of the pressure from O.5 to 5mm Hg

is accompanied by such a variation of electron temperature. But, neglecting the
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Ramsauer effect and the variation of T., we assurr}e that vc depends

and vc can be expressed approximately from Fig. 11 as:

                       vc xe 1.4Å~109p+4.0Å~109 (c/s).

Then, taking Tg==350OK and Te :1.5Å~10`OK, P. is calculated as:

                         Pc : 27 cm2/cm3 mm Hg ,

which is rather larger than that repotted (10).
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6. Experimental results for heliurn

   The absorption curves of helium plasma are similar to those of neon and
argon, but they are very broad, since the electron temperature is high and the

collision probability is large in helium gas. In Fig. I2 are plotted the experimental

data on v. against P, which can be expressed as:

                      y. == X4Å~109p-f-6.sxl09• (c/s). (le)

   Neglecting the variation of T, from 4Å~10` to 3Å~10`OK as the pressure in-

creases from 2.5 to 6mm llg, we can calculate P, from (10), obtaining

                         Pc : nt 18 cm2/cm3 mm Hg ,
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7. Cenclusion

    It causes disadvantage for the hybrid wave to be used, that the absorption

curve becomes rather complicated in comparison with that for the purely trans-

versal wave, but it is meritorious that the electron deRsity and the collision

frequency are determined frem the resonance position and the half-width. This

circumstance can be applicable as microwave diagnostics to the studies of gaseous

discharge plasmas.

    Recently, Brown (3) has carried out the measurements on the cyclotron
resonance radiation for the case of IgeÅ}B, and has shown that the resonance posi-

tion shifts with increasing electron density. His result is consistent with ours if

based on Kirchhoff's law. Schneider et al. (5) have carried out the rneasure-

ments on the cyclotron resonance absorption for the case of k, iB, but wrongly

discussed the result, using the absorption factor for ko//B. Practlcally, howevey,

their results are not incorrect fortunately, because their measurements were made

on very dilute plasmas (TtfeO.O02).

   Finally, since there are boundaries to the test plasma generated in our labor-

atories, the effect of boundary mttst be considered, as considered in another

report (14). Also, it will be necessary to consider the effect of long range
Coulomb interaction (e-i aRd e-e collisions) and the effect of thermal energy of

electrons ancl iQns upon the electron cyclotron resonance.
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